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Let IZ be a collection of subsets of a compact set S in a normed linear space 
and K be all continuous functionsfon S whose level sets, {s: f(s) < u}, are in I7 for 
all GL. Then K is a cone which is not necessarily convex. The problem under consid- 
eration is to find a best uniform approximation to a continuous function on S 
from K. In this article, under certain conditions on l7, extremal best approximations 
are identified, a best approximation and its uniqueness are characterized, and 
Lipschitzian selections are determined. The results are illustrated by approximation 
problems. Analysis is also presented for the special case when K is a convex cone. 
Applications are given to normed vector lattices and the isotone approximation 
problem on order-intervals. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR00UCTI0N 
Often in analysis, sets of the form (s: f(s) < a}, called the level sets of the 
real function f, where a is real, are used to define function classes. For 
example, a function is measurable if its level set is a member of a sigma- 
field for each CC Similarly, a function is called isotone if its level sets are 
members of a sigma-lattice [ 10, 111. A quasi-convex function is a function 
whose level sets are convex [2, 13, 141. A function is non-decreasing on 
[a, b] if and only if its level sets are of the form [a, c) or [a, c], where 
a < c 6 6. Given a collection Z7 of subsets of a compact set in a normed 
linear space, let K (resp. K’) be all the continuous (resp. bounded) real 
functions whose level sets are in I7. In general K (K’) is a non-convex (i.e., 
not necessarily convex) cone. Under certain natural conditions on I7, we 
consider the problem of best uniform approximation of a continuous 
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function by functions in K (K’). We identify extremal best approximations, 
characterize a best approximation and its uniqueness, and determine 
Lipschitzian selections. As a tool for analysis, we develop “shape preserv- 
ing” transformation on sets. We illustrate the results by examples from 
approximation theory. We also consider the special case when K is a 
convex cone and give applications, among others, to normed vector lattices 
and an approximation problem on order-intervals. 
We now define the problem in mathematical terms and introduce some 
notation and terminology. Let X be a normed linear space with the norm 
1. ) and S be a non-empty compact subset of X. Let ZZ be a collection of 
subsets of S such that 4, SE Ii’. Let C = C(S) (resp. B = B(S)) denote 
the space of continuous (resp. bounded) functions f on S with uniform 
norm llfll = sup{ If(s)1 : SE S}. For convenience we denote the set 
{sd:f(s)<~~} by {f<a}. S imi ar 1 notation will be used for other sets. 
Let K (resp. K’) be all f in C (resp. B) such that {f< rx} E Z7 for all real 
a. We call a set M of functions on S a cone if 3. EM whenever f E M and 
2 3 0. It is easy to see that a cone M is convex if and only if f + h E M 
whenever f, h E M. Clearly, the set K (K’) defined above is a non-convex 
cone. Let d(f) (resp. A’(f)) denote the inlimum of Ilf-kll for k in K (resp. 
K’). Given f in C, the problem is to find an f' from K (resp. K’) so that 
II f - f ‘11 equals A(f) (resp. A’(f )). Such an f’ is called a best approxima- 
tion to f from K (resp. K’). Again, f’ is called an extremal or, more specifi- 
cally, the maximal (resp. minimal) best approximation if f’ 2 g (resp. 
f’ 6 g) for all best approximations g. For our problem it will be seen later 
that A(f) = A’(f) when f is in C. A selection operator T which maps fin 
C to one of its best approximations f’ in K is called a Lipschitzian selection 
operator (LSO) if 11 T(f) - T(h)11 <c(T) II f - hlJ, for all f, h in C for some 
least number c(T). An LSO T is an optimal LSO (OLSO) if c(T) < c( T’) 
for all LSO T’ [22]. Given a set M of functions on S, define 
j+(S)=f,&)=sup{k(s):kM,k<f}, s E s, 
f(s) =fM(s) = inf{k(s) : k E M, k 2 f }, s f s. 
Iff (resp. f) is in M, it is called the greatest M-minorant (resp. the smallest 
A4-majorant) of J: 
We outline briefly the contents and results of this paper. The version of 
the above problem for bounded functions was introduced in Section 4 of 
[22]. In this article, first, we develop the treatment and results for con- 
tinuous functions defined on a normed linear space. Second, under certain 
conditions on ZZ, we decompose the non-convex cone K into convex cones 
K, so that K=iJ {K,. . x E S} and obtain stronger results regarding the 
extremal best approximations, characterization of a best approximation 
and its uniqueness. Third, as a tool for analysis, we develop and apply 
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nonlinear transformations on sets which essentially preserve the shape and 
properties of sets. In Section 2, we give algebraic and topological condi- 
tions on 17. The latter set of conditions is defined in terms of the Hausdorff 
metric. The set transformations are developed in Section 3. They map each 
of the collections of convex, star-shaped, circled, rectangular, or absolutely 
convex subsets of Xinto the same collection. In Section 7, we show that these 
transformations also map the set of all upper (resp. lower) subsets of an 
order-interval in a normed vector lattice into the same set. In Sections 4 and 
5 we approximate an f in C by functions from a nonconvex cone K, and 
identify extremal best approximations as the shifts of the K-minorants and 
majorants defined earlier and isolate an LSO. The method for decomposing 
K is given in Section 5. A similar concept was used earlier in [ 18, 191 on a 
real interval or discrete sets for analysis of approximation problems obtaining 
linear time algorithms. In Section 6, we consider the special case when K 
is a convex cone. In each section, we present applications with examples 
from approximation theory. Section 7 is devoted to the analysis of normed 
vector lattices and the isotone approximation problem. The results for 
approximating an f in C by K’ are similar and arise naturally during 
analysis of the problem. For surveys or recent work on continuous and 
Lipschitz continuous selections see [3-5, 22, 261. Some related 
L, -approximation problems are considered, in [ 2 11. 
2. CONDITIONS ON 17 AND HAUSDORFF METRIC 
In this section, we first present some definitions and notation and then 
introduce conditions on U. 
Let D(s, Y) and D(s, r) denote, respectively, the open and closed balls in 
X with center s and radius r. For A c X, let cl(A) denote the closure of A. 
If P c S c X, let int( P) denote the interior of P when regarded as a subset 
of S with its relative topology. That is, s E int(P) if and only if there exists 
some r > 0 such that D(s, r) n S c P. 
For A c S, define the distance function d(s, A) by 
d(s, A) = inf{ 1s - tI : t E A}, SEX 
Cd@, 4) = co). For A # 4, we note the following. Since S is compact, there 
exists t in cl(A) such that d(s, A) = 1s - t(. It can be easily shown that d is 
Lipschitzian, i.e., for all s, t in X, 
MS, Al-d& AlI < Is- tl. (2.1) 
The Hausdorff distance 0 on non-empty subsets of X is defined by 
a(E,F)=max{sup{d(s,E):s~F},sup{d(s,F):s~E}}, 
640/68/I -7 
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where E c X and F c X are non-empty [ 1,9]. Recall that 4, SE Z7. Let 
zz,= {PEn:sEP} u ($3, s E s, 
II’= {S\P: PM}, 
zz:.={P’Ez7’:sEP’}u{~}, s E s. 
Then Z7=U {n,:s~S} and n’=U (ni:s~S}. 
We now state conditions on 17. Not all conditions will be imposed on 17 
at the same time. The following are algebraic conditions. 
Cl. Z7 is closed under arbitrary intersections. 
C2’. I7 is closed under countable unions of increasing sequences of sets. 
C2. If a collection of sets in n has non-empty intersection, then the 
union of these sets is in U. 
C3. 17 is closed under arbitrary unions. 
Note that C3 implies C2 which in turn implies C2’. For illustrations of 
n satisfying the above conditions, consider the following simple examples: 
Cl and C2’ are satisfied by convex subsets of convex S, Cl and C2 by 
sub-intervals of a real interval [a, b], Cl and C3 by sub-intervals of the 
form [a, c), [a, c] of [a, b] where a 6 c Q b. Other examples are given 
later. The following are the topological conditions on 17. 
Dl. Given E > 0 there exists 6 >O satisfying the following: For all 
s, t E S with Is- tJ < 6 and for all P’ E Z7: with int(S\P’) # 4, there exists 
Q’ E Z7: with P’ c Q’ such that a( P’, Q’) < E or, equivalently, 
inf (o(P’, Q’): p’cQ’~Z7:) <E. 
Q’ 
(2.2) 
D2. Given E> 0 there exists 6 > 0 satisfying the following: For all 
s, t E S with 1s - tl < 6 and for all P E Z7,, there exists Q E 17, with P = Q 
such that a(P, Q) < E or, equivalently, 
i;f {a(P, Q): P~QEZZ,} <E. (2.3) 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) If Cl holds, then D 1 is equivalent to the condition 
obtained by replacing (2.2) by info.{o(P’, Q’): Q’ E Z7:} < E. 
(b) Zf C3 holds, then 02 is equivalent to the condition obtained by 
replacing (2.3) by info{ o(P, Q): Q E II,} < E. 
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ProoJ We establish (a); proof for (b) is similar. Clearly Dl implies the 
new condition. Now suppose that the new condition holds. Then we assert 
that 
ir$ { a( P’, Q’) : P’ c Q’ E Z7:} G it$ ( (T( P’, P’ u Q’) : Q’ E Z7; 1 
<it$ {c(P’, Q’): Q’EZ~:}. 
Note that Cl implies that I7’ is closed under unions. Hence P’u Q’ EI’I: 
for all Q’ in IZ: and the first inequality follows. The second follows because 
o(P’, P’ u Q’) < o(P’, Q’) as may be easily verified. These inequalities 
establish the required result. The proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) Assume Cl and C3 hold. Then D 1 implies 
int (P) E Il whenever P E 17. 
(b) Assume C 1 and C2 hold. Then 02 implies cl(P) E I7 whenever 
PEJJ 
Proof: We first show (b). For each n let 6, > 0 be the value of 6 in D2 
when E = l/n. Let PE 17. If t E cl(P), then there exists s E P with 1s - t[ < 6,. 
Then P E Z7,. By D2, we conclude that there exists Qn,, E 17, with PC Q,,, 
such that o(P, en,,) < l/n. Define Qn = u { Qn,r: t E cl(P)}. Then C2 implies 
Q,EZ~. It is easy to verify that a(P, Q,)< l/n. Also, cl(P)c Qn for all n 
since t E Q,, !. Let Q = (7, Q,,. Then Q E I7 by Cl and cl(P) c Q. Also 
c(P, Q) < a(P, Qn) for all n. Hence a(P, Q) = 0. We conclude that cl(P) = 
Q E 17 and (b) is established. To show (a), let P E I7 and int(P) # 4. Clearly 
Cl and C3 also hold for 17’. Then (b) applied to P’ and l7’ shows that 
cl( P’) E 17’. Hence, int( P) = S\cl(P’) E l7. The proof is complete. 
3. TRANSFORMATIONS ON SETS 
In this section we introduce transformation on subsets of X which essen- 
tially preserve the “shape” and properties of sets. These transformations are 
a tool used in analysis. The transformed sets are used to define certain con- 
ditions on l7 later. These conditions are shown to apply to our examples 
in subsequent sections. Although we assume throughout this section that 
S c X is compact, it will be seen that some results are true under weaker 
conditions such as closedness or even under no additional conditions. 
A subset P of X is called star-shaped relative to x in P if x + 1(P - x) c P 
for 0 < 1 d 1 [23]. Similarly, P is called convex if 1P + (1 - 1) P c P for 
0 < 1< 1. Clearly, P is convex if and only if P is star-shaped relative to 
every x in P. Again, P is called balanced or circled relative to x in P if 
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x+Iz(P-x) c P for 12) < 1 [S, 15). Note that P is balanced relative to x 
if and only if P is star-shaped relative to x and 2x - P c P. If P is convex 
and balanced relative to X, it is called absolutely convex relative to x [ 151. 
Recall that the distance function d(s, A) was defined in Section 2. For a 
given P c S and r > 0, define 
P,(r) = {SE S: d(s, S\P) > r}, 
P,(r) = {s E S: d(s, S\P) > r}, 
P2(r) = {SE S: d(s, P) < r}, 
P2(r)= {s~S: d(s, P)Gr}, 
where d(s, 4) = co. These four sets P,(r), P,(r) are transformations of the 
set P. It is shown later that these transformations preserve certain proper- 
ties of P. If PcSand Q=S\P, then, clearly, P,(r)=S\Q,(r) and P2(r)= 
S\Q,(r). Since d( ., P) is Lipschitz continuous by (2.1), we conclude that 
P,(r) is open in S and P,(r) is closed for i = 1, 2. We now explore the 
properties of these sets. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let PC S. Then int(P) = P,(O) and cl(P) = P,(O). IfS 
is convex and r > 0 then the following holds. 
(a) int(P,(r)) = PI(r). H ence P,(r) = cl(P,(r)) if H,(r) = cl(int(P,(r)). 
(b) P,(r) = CUPAr)). 
Proof. The first statement is simple to prove. 
(a) If P= 4, the result holds. Let P# 4. Since PI(r) is open in S and 
P,(r)2 PI(r), we conclude that int(P,(r))xP,(r). Now suppose that 
TV int(P,(r)). We show that TV PI(r). There exists 0 <p < r/3 such that 
D(t, p)nScP,(r). Let E= {uEX: lu-ft( =p}, E’=EnS, and O<E<r/3. 
Then 2p<r-sand E’cP,(r). If S={t}, then P=Sand, hence, P,(r)=S 
and t E P,(r). Now suppose there exists s in S with s # t. Then, by con- 
vexity of S, the line segment joining s and t is in S. Hence E’# 4 for all 
sufficiently small p. We now establish the following equalities for small p: 
D(t,p+r-E)nS=U {D(u,r-E)nS:uEE} 
= I) {D(u, r-c)nS:uEE’}. 
The first equality follows from D(t, p + r - E) = U { D(u, r - E): u E E} 
which holds because p < r - E. To show the second equality, let 
sED(U,r-&)nSforsomeuinE.Then(s-tl~lu-tl+Is-ul<p+r-s. 
By convexity of S, the line segment L joining t and s in S. If 1s - tl B p, 
then there exists v in L such that (v - t( = p. Then v E E’ and \s -v\ = 
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Is-t] -Iv-lt( <r-s. Hence ~ED(v,~---E)~S. If, on the other hand, 
Is- tI <p, then let XE E’# C$ as seen above. Then we have Is- XI 6 
1s - t( + It -xl < 2p < r - E. Hence s E D(x, r - E) n S. Thus the equalities 
have been proved. Now by the definition of P,(r) we have that 
- D(u, Y--E) n (S\P) =@ for all u in E’. Hence, by the above equalities, 
D(t, p + r - E) n (S\P) = 4. Since E is arbitrary, we have d(t, S\P) 3 
p+r>r and tEP,(r). 
(b) Let Q = S\ P. Then P,(r) = S\Q,(r) and P,(r) = S\&(r). Now the 
required result follows by applying (a) to Q. 
The proof is complete. 
The following example shows that the condition of convexity on S 
in the above proposition cannot be dropped. Let S = (0, 1 } c R and 
P= (0). Then P,(l)=& P,(l)=int(P,(l))=P, P,(l)=cl(P,(l))=P, and 
Pz( 1) = S. The following theorems show that the transformations P,(r) and 
P,(r) of P preserve the “shape” and certain characteristics of P. In the 
proofs, we first establish the properties of the distance function d and using 
them establish those of Pi(r) and P,(r). It is seen in Section 7 that the 
transformations Pi(r) and P,(r) retain certain properties of P in a normed 
vector lattice. It is easy to show that if P is convex, star-shaped, or 
absolutely convex, then so is cl(P). For a proof of this fact when P is 
convex see [ 17, Theorem 2.231. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let PCS and Pfq5. Denote d(s, P) by d(s). (It is 
Lipschitz continuous by (2.1).) Let XE P. 
(a) Assume S and P are star-shaped relative to x. Then d(s) is a 
star-shaped function of s in S relative to x, i.e., 
d(x + n(s - x)) < Ad(s), SES,O<A<l. (3.1) 
If S and P are balanced relative to x, then (3.1) and the following (3.2) hold 
d(s) = d( 2x - s), s E s. (3.2) 
(b) Assume S and P are convex. Then d(s) is a convex function of s 
in S, i.e., 
d(As+(l-I)t)<Ad(s)+(l-l)d(t), s, tes, 0<;1<1. (3.3) 
If S and P are absolutely convex relative to x, then (3.3) (and, hence, (3.1 
since d(x) = 0) and (3.2) hold. 
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Consequently, the sets, Pz(r) for r > 0 and P,(r) for r > 0, are non-empty 
and star-shaped, balanced, convex, and absolutely convex (relative to x when- 
ever appropriate) in the four respective cases under consideration. (Note that 
P*(r) = P,(r) = S for all sufficiently large r.) Zf r > 0, then P,(r) = cl(P,(r)) 
holds in (b) and also in (a) if S is convex. 
Proof We prove the result when S and P are star-shaped; the remaining 
cases are similar. Suppose s E S. Then given E > 0, there exists t E P such 
that Is- tl <d(s)+ E. Hence, for 0 <A< 1 we have 1 Is- t( <Id(s) +E. 
Since P is star-shaped, x + A( t - x) E P and, hence, 
d(x+A(s-x))< ((x+l(s-xx))- (x+A(t-xX))1 =,I Is- tI <id(s)+&. 
Thus (3.1) holds. To show that P2(r), r > 0, is star-shaped, let s E P2(r). 
Then d(s)<r. By (3.1) we have d(x+I(s-x))<Id(s)<r for O<I< 1. 
Hence, x + A(s - x) E P*(r) and P*(r) is star-shaped. Similarly, P*(r) is star- 
shaped. (The convex case also appears in [23].) The last statement follows 
from Proposition 3.1. The proof is complete. 
Since cl(P) = P,(O), by Theorem 3.1, we may conclude that cl(P) is 
respectively star-shaped, balanced, convex, and absolutely convex (relative 
to x whenever appropriate) if P has these attributes. If S is convex then let 
aff(S) denote the smallest aftine set or linear variety containing S. Let P, 
and So denote, respectively, the interior of P and S in aff(S). We state the 
following result without proof. Compare with [17, Theorem 2.231 or [22, 
Lemma 3.11. Note that int(P) in [22] is different from int(P) in this 
article. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let P c S, where P and S are convex. Ifs E int(P) and 
t E cl(P), then Is + (1 - A) t E int(P) for 0 < I < 1. Consequently, int(P) is 
convex. Furthermore, if int( P) # 4, then cl(P) = cl(int( P)) and int( P) # 4 if 
and only if PO # 4. 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) Let P c S where P and S are convex and P is open 
in aff(S) or Pc So. Assume PO# 4. Denote d(s, S\P) by e(s) and 
sup{e(s) : s E P} by m. Then m > 0. Also e(s) is a concave function of s on 
cl(P), i.e., 
e(As + (1 - A) t) > le(s) + (1 - A) e(t), s, t E cl(P), 0 < 1< 1. 
Consequently, for r < m, the sets PI(r), r > 0, and P,(r), r > 0, are non-empty 
convex subsets of P with P,(r) = cl(P,(r)) for r > 0. (These sets are empty 
for all sufficiently large r.) 
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(b) Let S=x([u,,bj]:l<j<n), with aj<bj, be a compact 
rectangle in R”. Let P = x {I,: 1 6 j< n} be a rectangle in S, where Z, 
is a sub-interval of [a,, bj] and length(Z,)>O for all j. Then for 
r<min{length(Zj): 1 <j<n}/2, the sets PI(r), rb0, and P,(r), r>O, are 
non-empty rectangles in P with P,(r) = cl(P,(r)) for r > 0. 
Proof The proof for (a) is as in [22, Sect. 31. The last equality in (a) 
follows from Proposition 3.1(a), since, by Proposition 3.2, we have P,(r) = 
cl(int(P,(r))) for r > 0. Part (b) is obvious. The proof is complete. 
We now introduce two more conditions on ZZ. 
D3. There exists E > 0 such that if P E 17 and int(P) # 4, then for every 
0 < r < e, P,(r) E 17. 
D4. There exists E > 0 such that if PE 17 then for every 0 < r < e, 
P,(r)EZZ. 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) Condition 03 implies D 1. 
(b) Condition 04 implies 02. 
Proof: We prove (a); the proof for (b) is similar. Let E > 0 and denote 
the epsilon in the statement of D3 by sO. Let 0 < r < min{s, cc,}. Suppose 
that s, t E S with Is-t) <r and P’EZZ: with int(S\P') ~4. Then 
P=S\P’eZZ and int(P)#d. Since r<q,, by D3, P,(r)EZZ, and if 
Q’ = S\P,(r), then P’ c Q’. Clearly Q’ E ZZ; and o(P’, Q’) < r < E for all s, t 
and P’. Thus Dl holds. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume C2’ holds. Then 03 (resp. 04) implies that for 
some E > 0, P,(r) E ZZ (resp. P*(r) E ZZ) for every 0 < r < E whenever P E ZZ 
(with int( P) # 4 when 03 holds). In particular, these conclusions hold under 
C2 or C3. 
Proof: With E>O as in D3, let o,*=r+ (E-r)/(2n). Then r<S,+l < 
~,-CE and 6, + r. Hence, P,(r) = U, P,(S,) and P,(r)EZZ. The proof for 
D4 is similar. The proof is complete. 
Conditions D3 and D4 may appear to be too strong, but they apply to 
our examples and, hence, are sufficient for our purpose. Nevertheless, more 
general workable conditions may also be introduced. 
4. BEST APPROXIMATION FROM A NON-CONVEX CONE K 
In this section we identify a best approximation to f in C and an LSO 
when K is non-convex. The corresponding problem for f in B and cone 
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K’ c B was introduced in Example 4.3 of [22]. The preliminaries presented 
in the previous sections enable us to develop the continuous case here. 
For Ac S, we let pi(A) = n {PEG: A c P}. If Cl holds, then clearly 
pi(A) E 17. We collect some properties of K in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) If Cl holds, then K (K’) is a closed cone. 
(b) If C 1 and C3 hold, then K (K’) is a closed convex cone. 
(c) Zf k E K (resp. K’), then k + c( E K (resp. K’) for. all real a. 
(d) IfClandC2’hold,thenk~K(K’)ifandonlyif(k<a)~I;lfor 
all a. 
Proof. The proof involves some elementary arguments and an applica- 
tion of the following inequalities for functions k,, k, and h. If llkn - kl( = 
6,-O, then {kGa}=n, {k,<a+6,}. Also, {k+hda}=UB {{k<p}n 
{h<a-b}}, {k<a}=U,{kda-l/n}, and {kQa}=r),{k<a+l/n}. 
The proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) Assume C 1 and D 1 hold. Let f E C and define 
fO(P)=inf{f(t): ~ES\P}, PEII, (4.1) 
f(s)=sup{fO(P): PEz7,SES\P}, s E s. (4.2) 
Then f~ C, and it is the greatest K-minorant off: (Zt is also the greatest 
K’-minorant of $) 
(b) Assume Cl, C2’, and D 1 hold. Then h in K is the greatest 
K-minorant off in C if and only if 
{h<a}=pi{f <a} forallreala. (4.3) 
ProoJ (a) Using Cl and a proof as in Proposition 4.3 of [22], we 
may show that f~ K’ and is the greatest K’-minorant of $ (Note that the 
framework of [22] is slightly different from that of this article.) Hence if we 
show that j’~ C, it will follow that f is the greatest K-minorant off: To 
show continuity, let E > 0. Then there exists p z=- 0 such that 1 f(u) -f (v)l < 
s/2 whenever u, v E S and ju - VI < p. Again, by Dl, there exists 6 > 0 such 
that if 1s - tl < 6 and P’ E n: with int(S\P’) # 4, then for some Q’ E Z7: 
with P’ c Q’ we have g(P’, Q’) < p. Now suppose that s, t E S and 
Is - t] < 6. Then by (4.2), there exists PE n with s E P’ = S\P such that 
f(s) G f “(P) + s/2. Note that P’ E Z7:. First assume that int(P) # 4. Then, 
we can find Q’ E n: with P’ c Q’ and cr(P’, Q’) < p. Let Q = S\Q’. Then 
Q E 17 and t E S\Q. Hence f(t) > f O(Q). If u E Q’\P’ = P\Q, then by the 
definition of (T, there exists v E P’ = S\P such that ]u - VI < p. We then have 
f(u)>/f(v)-E/2. It follows that f’(Q)>f’(P)-E/2. Hence f(s)--f(t)< 
f’(P) -f’(Q) + s/2 < E. If int( P) = 4, then f’(P) = inf( f) = 8, say. Hence 
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f(s) 6 0 + 42. Al so f or all t E S we have f(r) 2 8 as may be easily verified. 
Consequently, f(f(s) -f(t) < 6. A symmetric argument establishes that 
\3(f(s) - 3( t)l B E. Thus f is continuous. 
(b) By Lemma 4.1(d), {h < a} E I7 for all LX. Suppose h =f is the 
greatest K-minorant; then h d f and {h < N ) 1 {f < N}. Since {h < ~1) is in 
Z7, we have {h<cr}=,pi{J’<cr}=P, say. Suppose SES and h(s)<a. If 
s E S\P, then f’(P) 6 h(s) < c(. Hence there exists t E S\P with f(t) < CI, a 
contradiction to the definition of P. Hence s E P and (4.3) holds. Conver- 
sely, if (4.3) holds for some h in K, then {h < X} 3 {f< cz} for all a and 
henceh<f:IfkEKandk<S,then{k<cc}z{f6a}andhence{k<a}~ 
pi{f<a}. We conclude by (4.3) that {k<a} 1 {h<cr} for all c( and hence 
k f h. The proof is complete. 
We remark that a result similar to Proposition 4.1(b) may also be estab- 
lished for Example 4.3 of [22]. Recall the definitions of the maximal and 
minimal best approximations from Section 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume C 1 and D 1 hold. Let f E C and f in C be the 
greatest K-minorant off Then A’(f) = A(f) = Ilf-f11/2. Alsof’ =f+ A(f) 
is in C and is the maximal best approximation to f from K or K’. Further- 
more, 11 f' - h’ll 6 2 /If - hll for all f, h E C. The operator T: C -+ K defined 
by T(f) = f’ is an LSO with c(T) = 2. If a best approximation is unique then 
it equals f + A( f ). 
Proof: By Proposition 4.3 of [22] and subsequent discussion there, we 
have d’(f) = ]I f -fill2 and f’ =f + A’(f) is the maximal best approxima- 
tion to f from K’. By Proposition 4.1, f is continuous. It follows that f’ is 
also the maximal best approximation from K and A’(f) = A(f ). By Lem- 
ma 4.1(c) and Proposition 4.1(a), K satisfies the first two conditions stated 
in Section 1 of [22]. Hence, the next two assertions of the theorem concer- 
ning LSO follow from Theorem 2.1(a) of [22]. (We conclude c(T) = 2 by 
the example on S= [0, 31 given in [ 19, p. 781, since the framework of this 
section applies to that example.) The last assertion concerning uniqueness 
follows because the unique best approximation must equal the maximal 
best approximation. The proof is complete. 
Immediately below we illustrate applications of the above results to 
approximation problems. We use the set transformations developed in 
Section 3. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Approximation by continuous functions with star-shaped 
(resp. balanced) level sets. 
Let S c X be compact and star-shaped (resp. balanced) relative to some 
x in S. Let Q consist of all subsets of S which are star-shaped (resp. 
balanced) relative to x including 4 and S. Let K be the set of all k in C 
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such that (k 6 a} E G? for all a. We find a best approximation to f in C 
from K. 
We first transform the problem to our earlier framework by defining 17. 
Indeed, let ZZ= {P: S\P E Sz}. Clearly, Q satisfies Cl and C3, and hence so 
does ZZ. By Lemma 4.1(b), as applied to 52, we conclude that K is a closed 
convex cone. Since C3 implies C2’, Lemma 4.1(d) shows us that k E K if 
and only if {k < a} E 17 for all a or, equivalently, {k > a} E 17 for all a. 
LEMMA 4.2. Condition 03 applies to 17. 
Proof: If P E ZZ, P # S, and int(P) # 4 then Q = S\P is non-empty and 
star-shaped (resp. balanced). Hence, by Theorem 3.1, Qz(r) is non-empty 
and star-shaped (resp. balanced) for all r > 0. Since P,(r) = S\Q2(r) as may 
be easily verified, we have that P,(r) E 17 for all r > 0. If P= S then P,(r) = 
SE 17. The proof is complete. 
We conclude by Lemma 3.1 that Dl applies to ZZ. Note that Dl does not 
apply to 52 and hence 17 was introduced. Since K is defined by the sets of 
the form {k k a} instead of {k < a}, symmetric versions of Proposition 4.1 
and Theorem 4.1 apply. In particular, we replace f there by f which is the 
smallest K-majorant off, inf (resp. sup) by sup (resp. inf), let?’ =f - d(f ), 
and reverse the strict inequalities in (4.3). 
We revert to this problem in Section 6 and show that the application of 
condition C3 does not strengthen the results. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Approximation by continuous functions with rectangular 
level sets. 
Let S = x { [a,, b,] : 1 <j< n}, where aj < b,, be a compact rectangle in 
R”. Let 17 consist of all rectangles contained in S including 4 and S. Clearly 
Cl and C2’ apply and K is a closed cone. Again, if P E Z7 and int(P) # 4, 
where P= x {I,: 1 <j< n}, then length(Zj) > 0 for all j, as may be easily 
seen. Hence, by Theorem 3.2(b), P,(r) is a non-empty rectangle for 
sufficiently small r. Thus D3 and hence Dl hold. We conclude that 
Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 apply. 
We remark that the framework of this section, and hence Proposition 4.1 
and Theorem 4.1 also apply to the problem of approximation by 
continuous quasi-convex functions on R” considered in [22] extended to a 
vector space. 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF A NON-CONVEX CONE K AND 
CHARACTERIZATION OF A BEST APPROXIMATION 
In this section, under certain conditions on the non-convex cone K, we 
decompose it into convex cones K,, x E S so that K= lJ K,, and use this 
decomposition to characterize a best approximation and its uniqueness. 
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Recall the definition of 17, from Section 2. Define 
K,={k~c: {k<ct}EZ7Xforallrealcc}, x E s, 
K:={~EB: {k<a}~Z7,forallreala}, x E s. 
The following lemma is immediate; proof of part (c) is similar to that of 
Lemma 4.1(b) and (d). 
LEMMA 5.1. (a) K,(resp. KI,) is the set of all k in K (resp. K’) such that 
k(x)=min{k(s):sES}. Also, K=U {K,:xES}. 
(b) rf Cl and C2 hold, then 17, is closed under arbitrary unions and 
intersections. 
(c) If Cl and C2 hold, then K, (resp. KTJ is a closed convex cone. 
Furthermore, k E K, (resp. K[,) if and only if {k < a} E II, for all a. 
(d) If k E K, (resp. KI,), then k + a E K, (resp. K:) for all a. 
Lemma 5.1(a) gives the promised decomposition of K. We point out 
that, in general, K’ # U {K:: x E S}. For f in B, we let 
A,=A,(f)=inf{Ilf-kll:kEK,}, 
A.L=A:(f)=inf{Ilf-kll:kEK:j. 
Clearly, A: 6 A, and A(f) = inf{A,: XE S} since K, c K: and K= U K,. 
Define 
U, .y = n { P E n, : s E P 1, 
v,,,=u {PEz7,:sES\P}, s # x, 
= 42 otherwise. 
Condition Cl (resp. C2) implies that U,, (resp. V,,,) is in Z7,. Clearly 
U&3 = us,, . For f in C, let 
Y= {YES:f(Y)=min{f(s)}}, 
z= n {pEfl: yc PI, 
Y*= {sES:f(s)<min(f(s)} +2A(f)}, 
z*=u {PEn:zcPcY*}. 
Since f~ C, we have Y # 4. Condition Cl (resp. C2) implies that Z 
(resp. Z*) is in 17. It will be seen later that Z* # 4. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume C 1 and C2 hold. Let f E B and define 
f,(s)=inf{f(t): tES\V,,,}, s E s, (5.1) 
&f,(d=suP{fW tE KSL s E s. (5.2) 
Then TX andf, are in KL and are, respectively, the greatest K:-minorant and 
the smallest K:-majorant of ,f with A: = 1) f -xXf,ll/2 = (1 f -fJ/2 = 
IIfX -f,/l/2. Also, fX + A\ and fX - Ai are, respectively, the maximal and 
minimal best approximation to f from K:. A g in KX is a best approximation 
to f if and only iffX - AL < g <f, + AL. Furthermore, g is unique if and only 
iff,-J:=6forsome6BOinwhichcase6=241,andg=f,-A:=f,+Ak. 
(Both fX and fX may be characterized by statements similar to Proposi- 
tion 4.1(b).) 
Proof: Lemma 5.1(b) shows that Proposition 4.4 of [22] is applicable 
to K:. We conclude that fx and f, are respectively the minorant and 
majorant as stated. These observations and Lemma 5.1(d) show that K: 
satisfies all the three conditions stated in Section 1 of [22]. Then 
Theorem 2.1(c) of [22] gives the required results. The uniqueness 
statement is established in the remarks following Theorem 2.3 of [22]. 
The proof is complete. 
In what follows, we let inf{ f(s) : s E S} = 0 for convenience. 
LEMMA 5.2. fa 0,fx>13 =fJx)for &I XE S. 
Proof These results follow at once from (4.1), (4.2), and (5.1). The 
proof is complete. 
LEMMA 5.3. Assume Cl, C2, and D 1 hold and f E C. Then 
YcZccl(Z)c {f=min(f)}cZ*c Y*. 
Proof The conditions imply that Z, Z* E I7 and f is continuous by 
Proposition 4.1. If y E Y then f(y) = 8. Since by Lemma 5.2, 8 < f < f, we 
have that f(y) = 8. Hence Y c (f = O> = P, say. Since P E I7, we conclude 
that Yc Zc P. By continuity ofx P is closed and cl(Z) c P. Now let s E S 
and f(s)=e. Since llf -fll =24(f), we have f(s)<f(s)+2A(f)=0+ 
2A(f ). Hence s E Y* and P c Y*. But Zc PE 17 and hence PC Z* c Y*. 
The proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume Cl, C2, D 1, 02 hold for II. Let f E C. 
(a) For each z in Z, f; is continuous and jl. =j: It is the greatest 
K,-minorant off for all z in Z. For each x in S\Z, fafX and fX is the 
greatest K: -minorant of fI 
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(b) The set {J.x: XE S} is equi-continuous. For each x in S, fx is the 
smallest K,-majorant off: Furthermore, fY is a continuous function of x in 
the norm topology for C; i.e., lf y + x, then Ilfv -f\- I/ + 0. 
(c) For all x, y in S, the following holds: AL = A,= llfv-fY/1/2, 
IA,-- A,1 < Ilfx-fvl//2, and IA,- A,. 6 /lfr-fL,jl/2. Also A, is a continuous 
function qf x. 
Proof We use Lemma 5.2, the notation (4.1) and 6 = min(f) frequently 
in this proof. 
(a) Let s, x E S. By C2, V,,, E ZZY. Since s E S\ VY,,V, by (4.2) and (5.1) 
we have f(s) >f”( I’,,,) =f.Js), if s # x. By Lemma 5.2, we conclude that 
f(x) >f,(x). Thusf>JY. In particular,Ji3fz for z in Z. 
We now show that f=fz for z in Z. Let ZE Z. As shown above 
f(s) 23;(s) 2 8 f or all s in S. Hence if SE S and f(s) = 8, then f(s) = 
fz(s) = 0. Now suppose that SE S and f(s) > 0. Define Q = 
{tES:f(t)<f(s)}. Th en, by Lemma 4.1(d), Q~i7. Also by Lemma 5.3, 
Z c Q. Again since s E S\Q and z E Q, by the definition of V,,,, we have 
Q c Vw We .conclude that fz(s) 3 inf{f( t) : t E S\Q} = f “( Q). Now if 
t E S\Q, then, by the definition of Q, we have f(t) >f(t) 23(s). Hence 
f’(Q) 23(s) and fh) >f(s). W e h ave now shown that 3: =,f: Since, by 
Proposition 4.1, f is continuous, so is fi. Now, by Proposition 5.1, f, is the 
greatest KS-minorant off and it is continuous. Hence fz is the greatest 
K,-minorant off: Again, by Proposition 5.1, sY, x E S\Z, is the minorant 
as stated. 
(b) Given E > 0 there exists p > 0 such that I f(u) - f(u)1 < E when- 
everlu-vl<p.ByD2,thereexists6>OsuchthatifIs-tl<6andPE17,,, 
then for some Q E I7, with P c Q we have a(P, Q) < p. Now let x, s, t E S 
with /s - tl < 6. Then since P = U,,, E Z7,, there exists Q E 17, with P c Q 
and a(P, Q) < p. But since x E Q, U,,, c Q. If u E Q\P, there exists u E P 
such that Iu--VI <p and, hence, If(u)-f(u)1 <E. We then have by (5.2) 
for all x. A symmetric argument completes the proof of / fx( t) -fJs)l 6 E. 
Thus { fX} is equi-continuous. By Proposition 5.1, fX -is the smallest 
KX-majorant off and it is continuous. Hence it is the smallest K,-majorant 
off: Now since U.,:. = Us,,, we have Jr(s) =f,(x) for all x, s. Hence equi- 
continuity of {LX} implies that fX is a continuous function of x. 
(c) By Proposition 5.1, A:= II f -J”Xf,ll/2 = IlyY -fJ/2 and fY - A: is 
the minimal best approximation to f from K’. Sincef, is continuous by (b), 
we conclude that Aj, = A,. Since A, = II f -3J/2 and A, = II f -j;ll/2, using 
the triangle inequality, we have [A, - A, I d IItX -3, /l/2. The proof of the 
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last inequality is similar. The continuity of A, follows from (b). The proof 
is complete. 
We now state our main results of this section. We let A’ = A’(f) and 
A = A(f). 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume conditions C 1, C2, D 1, and D 2 hold. Let f E C. 
(a) Extremal best approximations and errors. For all z in Z*, 
A’=A = (l/2) llf -311 = (l/2) Ilf -fill =(W) Ilf-fill. (5.3) 
f + A is the maximal best approximation to f from K. Each fi - A for z in 
Z* is also a best approximation to f from K, in fact, it is the minimal best 
approximation from K,, andf, - A Q f + A. The above conclusions hold when 
K and K, are replaced by K’ and K: respectively. 
(b) Characterization of best approximations. A g in K (resp. K’) is a 
best approximation to f from K (resp. K’) if and only if there exists z in Z* 
such thatf,-A<g<f+A. 
COROLLARY. A d A, = Ai with equality holding tf and only if z E Z*. 
Furthermore, Z* is compact. 
Proof (a) We first establish the results for K and K,. By 
Theorem 4.1, f is in K, A = (l/2) Ilf -fII, and f+ A is the maximal best 
approximation. Suppose first that ZE Z. Then, by Proposition 5.2(a) and 
(c), we havef=fz and A:= A=. Hence, by Proposition 5.1, we find that 
A = (l/2) Ilf -fll = (l/2) Ilf -AlI = (l/2) Ilf -f;ll =AS=A:. 
Since fz is continuous by Proposition 5.2(b), we conclude using the above 
equalities and Proposition 5.1 again that 1: - A is a best approximation 
and is, indeed, the minimal best approximation from K,. Furthermore, 
fz-A<f:+A=f+A. 
Now suppose that z E Z* \Z. We first show that 11 f -3z 11 = 24. If s E Y*, 
thenf(s) - 24 6 min{ f(s)} = 0. Also, f=(s) 2 8. Hence 0 <f(s) -3=(s) 6 24. 
Now suppose s E S\ Y*. We assert that 3=(s) =3(s). Let P E 17 with s E S\P. 
If Yn (S\P) # 4, then by (4.1) we have f’(P) = 0 and, hence, 3=(s) > 
O=f’(P). If Yn(S\P)=d then YcP. But, by Lemma5.3, YcZ*. 
Hence, by C2, we have Q = P u Z* E IT. Since s E S\ Y* c S\Z* we have 
that s E S\Q. Also z E Q and hence Q c V,,. Then 
Thus j’=(s) >f’(P) for all P in n with s E S\P. Hence 3=(s) >3(s) and, by 
Proposition 5.2(a), 3=(s) =3(s). It follows that 0 <f(s) -3=(s) =f(s) - 
3(s) < 24. We have thus shown that I( f -3J < 24. Now A <A, = A: by 
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Proposition 5.2(c). By Proposition 5.1, we have 24: = llf--fzll = 
Ilf-f=f,ll 624. Hence l/f-f;l/ = 24. Again, by Proposition 5.2(b), f: is 
continuous and we conclude that ii-- A is a best approximation. By 
Proposition 5.1, it is the minimal best approximation from Kz. Now, 
Propositions 5.1 and 5.2(a) show that fi - A <fZ + A <f+ A. 
We have established above that for all z in Z*, A = I/f--f,l//2 and 
f,-AQf+A. Sincef,>f 3Jthis gives 2A>fz-f>fz-f 20. We con- 
clude that Iif--f,ll =2A and (5.3) is proved. 
The proof for K’ and KS is similar to the above. 
(b) Suppose g in K or K’ satisfies f= - A < g <Ji+ A. Then, since 
fi - A and f+ A are best approximations, we conclude that g is a best 
approximation. Conversely, suppose first that g in K is a best approxima- 
tion. Then, since K= U K,, we have that gE K, for some z in S. By 
Lema 5.1(a), g(z) 6 g(s) for all s in S. Alsof(s) - A d g(s) <f(s) + A for all 
s in S. Hence if y E Y, then f(y) = 6 and j(z) - A 6 g(z) < g(y) <f(y) + A. 
We conclude that f(z) < 0 + 24, i.e., z E Y*. 
To show z EZ* assume to the contrary that z E Y*\Z*. We assert 
that there exists t E S\ Y* such that Y n (S\ V,,,) # 4. To the contrary 
suppose that for all s in S\ Y* we have Y c V,,,. Then since Vz,,s E ZZ 
we have Zc V,,. Let A=(l {VZ,,:s~S\Y*}. Since ~ES\V,,,, we have 
Z c A c Y*. Again, since A E 17 by condition Cl, we find that Z c A c Z*. 
This is a contradiction, because for all s in S\Y*, z E Vz,, and hence 
z E A. We have thus established the assertion made above for t. It follows 
by (5.1) that f=(t) =f”( Vz,,) = 8. S ince t E S\ Y* we have f(t) > 8 + 24. 
Thus f(t) -f=(t) > 24. Now Proposition 5.1 shows that IIf- g(l > As = 
(l/2) Ilf-f=frll > A. Thus g is not a best approximation, a contradiction. We 
conclude that z EZ*. Now (a) shows that fi - A 6 g<f+ A. The above 
arguments also establish the first statement of the corollary. The second 
statement follows from the first, since by Proposition 52(c), A., is a 
continuous function of x on compact S. 
Now let g in K’ be a best approximation. Then IIf- gll = A and 
g <f+ A by Theorem 4.1. Let g denote the lower semi-continuous 
envelope of g defined by 
g(s)=min{g(s), liminf{g(t): t +sj}. 
It is easy to verify that {g 6 a} = n, cl{ g < a + l/n} for all CI. By Proposi- 
tion 2.1 (b), n is closed under the closure operation on sets. Since 
{g < a + l/n} is in l7, its closure is in 17. Now Cl ensures that {g < a} is 
in 17. Thus g E K’. Since g is lower semi-continuous, a minimizer z of g 
exists. Then go K:. Also, by continuity off, we have IIf-- gll = Ilf- gl( = 
A = A:. Thus g is a best approximation from K’ and K:. The corollary now 
shows that z E Z*. By (a), we have f - A < g Q g. The proof is complete. 
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If we define subsets in IL7 using parameters, then Z* may be determined 
by adjusting the values of the parameters so that it is the largest set in 17 
contained in Y*. This is illustrated in Examples 5.1 and 5.2. Note that U,,,, 
is the smallest set in Z7 containing s. 
THEOREM 5.2. Uniqueness of best approximations. Assume conditions 
Cl, C2, Dl, and 02 hold. Let f E C and g denote a best approximation to 
f from K (resp. K’). Then the following (a)-(c) hold. 
(a) The following three statements are equivalent. 
(i) g is unique. 
(ii) f,-f=f? f 11 or a z in Z* and some 6 3 0. (Zn this case 6 = 24 
andg=f+A=f,-AforallzinZ*.) 
(iii) fz =ff 11 or a z in Z* and a best approximation from K, (resp. 
KS) is unique for each z in Z*. (In this case, g is also the unique best 
approximation from K= (resp. KS).) 
(b) Suppose that whenever P E ZZ, P is closed, and s E S\P, there exists 
Q E ZZ such that Q is open in S, P c Q, and s E S\Q. Then g is unique if and 
only if cl(Z) = Z* and a best approximation from K, (resp. K:) is unique for 
each z in .Z*. (In this case, g is also the unique best approximation from K: 
(resp. KS).) 
(c) In the following, statements (i)(v) are equivalent and (vi) 
implies (i). 
(i) g is unique if and only iff E K (resp. K’), and then g =f 
(ii) Y=Z. 
(iii) YE Z7. 
(iv) & cyforallyin Y. 
(v) U,,,c Y for some y in Y. 
(vi) {y} Enfor some y in Y. 
Proof. (a) (See the remarks following Theorem 2.3 of [22]). Suppose 
that (i) holds and ZE Z*. Then by Theorem 5.1(b), g must equal both 
fi - A and f+ A. Hence fi -f= 24 = 6 and (ii) follows. Now, assume (ii) 
holds and z E Z*. Thenf=f, - 24. By Proposition 5.1 and the corollary to 
Theorem 5.1, we have l\J: -fi I/ = 24, = 24 or fz >fi - 24 = $ Hence, by 
Proposition 5.2(a), fz =$ N ow by (ii), g=f+A=f,-A and hence g= 
f=+A=f,-A. 1 t o f 11 ows from Proposition 5.1 that g is the unique best 
approximation from K, (resp. K:). Thus (iii) holds. Now assume that (iii) 
holds and ZE Z*. Since a best approximation from each K, (resp. K:) is 
unique, by Proposition 5.1 and the corollary to Theorem 5.1, fi - fz = 
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2A,= 24. We conclude that fz -f= 24 or f+ A =fl- A. It follows by 
Theorem 51(b) that g is unique. Thus (i) holds. 
(b) For convenience let P = cl(Z). By Proposition 2.1, PE 17. If g is 
unique and Z*\P # 4 then let z E Z* \P. By (5.1) fz(z) = 6. Since P is 
closed, by hypothesis, there exists Q in 17 such that Q is open in S and 
z E S\Q. Then S\Q is compact. Since Y c Z c Q and f is continuous, we 
have f(s) > 0 for s in S\Q and f O(Q) > 6. Since z E S\Q, we have by (4.2) 
f(z) af”(Q, > 8 =fz(z,. Th’ is is a contradiction to fz =f shown in (a). 
Hence P= Z*. Now, by (a, iii), we find that g is the unique best 
approximation from K, (resp. KS). 
Conversely suppose that P = Z*. By Proposition 52(a), we have fz =f 
for z in Z. Now Proposition 52(b) shows that fi is a continuous function 
of z; hence, we have fz =f for all z in P = Z*. It follows by (a, iii) that g 
is unique. 
(c) We denote ZJ,, by U, for convenience. Assume (i) holds. If g is 
unique then A = 0, and by (a), ii-f= 24 = 0 for all z in Z*. By 
Lemma 5.3,f(z) = 0 if z E Z. Hence, ii(z) =f(z) = 6 for all z in Z. It follows 
by (5.2) that f(s) = I3 for all s in U;. Hence Uz c Y for all z in Z. Since 
z E Uz, we have Z c Y and hence Z = Y. Thus (ii) holds. Since Z E Z7, (ii) 
implies (iii). If (iii) holds, then by the delinition of U,., we conclude that 
U, c Y which is (iv). Clearly (iv) implies (v). If (v) holds, then by (5.2) and 
Lemma 5.3 we obtain jJy) = 8 =f(y). Hence if g is unique then 
fl -f= 24 which gives A = 0. Thus f E K (resp. K’) and this implies (i). If 
(vi) holds, then U.v = {y} E 17 which is (v). 
The proof is complete. 
We remark that the condition stated in Theorem 5.2(b) is implied by D4. 
To see this let s and P be as stated in that condition. Then d(s, P) > 0. By 
D4 and Lemma 3.2, Q = P2(r) is in 17 for sufficiently small r with 
0 < r < d(s, P). This is the required Q. We now present some examples. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Approximation by continuous functions with level sets 
which are rings. 
Let X= R” with any norm 1.1 and S= {SEX: Js( <r> with r>O. Let Z7 
consist of 4, S, and all rings, i.e., sets of the form (SEX: II < Is1 6 p}, 
(s~X:l<lsl<~}, {s~X:1<j~l<p},and {s~X:~<l,sI<~}, whereO< 
2 < p < r. It is easy to verify that I7 satisfies conditions Cl, C2, D3, and D4. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.1 (a), K is a closed cone and, by Lemma 3.1, Dl and 
D2 hold. We apply the results of this section to the problem. Let c = 
min(l~l:yEY} and d=max{lyl:yEY}. Then Z={s~X:c<Isl<d}. 
Let also c* (resp. d*) denote the minimum (resp. maximum) value of u 
(resp. v) so that {.s E X: u < 1,s <u} c Y*. Then Z* = (SEX: c* d IsI <d*}. 
640:68!1-8 
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EXAMPLE 5.2. Approximation by continuous quasi-convex functions on 
a real interval. 
Let S= [a, b] be a compact real interval. Let I7 consist of all the sub- 
intervals of S including 4 and S. Note that a subset of S is convex if and 
only if it is a sub-interval of S. A function k in C is called quasi-convex if 
k(Ls + (1 -A)t) < max{k(s), k(t)} for all s, t in S and all 0 d J < 1. 
Equivalently, k in C is quasi-convex if and only if {k < a} E 17 for all 
real a [14]. The problem of approximation by bounded quasi-convex 
functions was analyzed in [lS, 191 by methods of isotone optimization 
and sufficient conditions for a best approximation were obtained. In this 
section we derive from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 stronger results including a 
characterization of a best approximation when f is continuous. This 
problem was considered recently in [24]. The quasi-convex problem on a 
compact convex SC R” was considered in [22]. 
It is easy to verify that conditions Cl, C2, D3, and D4 hold for I7 and, 
hence, the results of this section are applicable. Let f~ C and 8 = 
min(f(s)}. Let c=min(s:f(s)=8} and d=max{s:f(s)=8}. Let also c* 
(resp. d*) be the minimum (resp. maximum) value of u (resp. u) such that 
f(s) 6 8 + 24 for all s in [u, u]. We then have Z= [c, d] and Z* = 
Cc*, d*]. Clearly, if XES, then U,,,= [s,x] ifs<xand =[x,s] ifsax, 
and V,,, = (s, b] if s <x and = [a, s) if s > x. We then obtain 
L(s)=min{f(t): tE Ca,sl}, s < x, 
=min{f(t): te [s, b]}, s > x, 
= 8, s = x, 
fx(s) = max{f(t): t E Cs, xl >, s < x, 
= max{f(t): t E [x, s] ), s 2 x. 
Also, f =fc. We may now apply Theorem 5.1 to the problem. Clearly 
{s} E I7 for all s in S. Hence, by Theorem 5.2(c), f has a unique best 




for all z in Z*. In connection with Proposition 5.1(b), we may show that 
If,(s)-f,(t)1 Gdf, b-4) and II&-&II Gdf, lx-~11, where 4.L 4 is 
the modulus of continuity off: 
For O(n) algorithms to compute best discrete approximations for this 
problem under least squares and uniform norm see [20] and other referen- 
ces given there. In the next two examples 17 is a chain of sets ordered by 
inclusion; i.e., if P, Q E l7, then P c Q or Q c P. 
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EXAMPLE 5.3. Approximation by continuous functions with square 
level sets. 
This example illustrates Theorem 5.2 and shows that 2 is not closed in 
general, although Z* is. Let X= R* with norm Is\ = max{ Iti,\, \olJ 1 where 
s= (M,, GL*)EX. Let S=4(0,3) and define E,=D(O, r), E,=&O, r), and 
F, = E, u ((0, r)}, where Y 2 0. Let 17 consist of the sets E,, i?,, and F,. for 
0 < Y < 3. Clearly, Cl, C3, D3, and D4 hold. By D4, the condition stated 
in Theorem 5.2(b) may also be shown to hold. By Lemma 4.1(b), K is a 
closed convex cone. 
Let s0 = (0, 1) and si, 1~ i 6 4, denote the four corner points of &O, 1). 
Let f denote the greatest convex minorant (gem) of the following five 
points in R3: (so, 0) and (3s,, 3), 1 < id4. In other words, Sis the largest 
convex function on S whose graph lies no higher than these five points in 
R3. It is easy to see thatfis the gem of the eight points (s;, 0) and (3s,, 3), 
1~ i < 4. The following may be easily verified: d = i; Y = (so); Z= F,; 
cl(Z)=Z* =E,; Y* is the convex hull of (i, 2), (- 5,2), (- 5, -l), and 
(1, -1); andf+d is th e unique best approximation. Thus Z is not closed 
but Z* is. Again, statement (ii) of Theorem 5.2(c) does not apply and we 
have verified that f defined above, which is not in K, has a unique best 
approximation. Now defineSas follows: On i?,, fequals the gem of (si, 0) 
and (2s,, 3), 1 < i 6 4; on S\E, it equals the smallest concave majorant of 
(2sj, 3) and (3si, 2), 1 d i < 4. Then f is in C\K and does not have a unique 
best approximation, as may be easily seen. This, again, verifies 
Theorem 52(c) since Y = E, E I7 which is statement (ii) of that theorem. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Approximation by continuous non-decreasing functions. 
Let S = [0, 11 be a real interval and 17 consist of sets of the form [0, c), 
[0, c], where 0 <c < 1. Then Cl, C3, D3, and D4 hold and K is the closed 
convex cone of non-decreasing functions. Let J(s) = -2s on S. Then 
g(s) = -1 is the unique best approximation, A = 1, Y = ( 1 }, cl(Z) = Z= 
Z* = Y* = S. This example shows that statement (ii) of Theorem 5.2(c) 
does not apply, and, hence, uniqueness holds even when f is not in K. This 
example is considered in the next section in more detail. 
6. BEST APPROXIMATION FROM A CONVEX CONE K 
In this section, we identify extremal best approximations and OLSOs 
when I7 satisfies Cl, C3, Dl, and D2. By Lemma 4.1 (b), K is then a closed 
convex cone. For s in S, let 
us=(-) {PEL?SEP}, 
v,y= u (PEmsES\P}. 
Condition Cl (resp. C3) implies that U, (resp. V,,) is in 17. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume Cl, C3, Dl, and 02 hold. Let f e C and 
define 
f(s)=inf{f(t): tES\I/,}, s E s, 
f(d=suP{fWtE v,L s E s. 
Then f~ C and is the greatest K- (or K’-) minorant off; f E C and is the 
smallest K- (or K’-) majorant off (Both f and f may be characterized by 
statements similar to Proposition 4.1 (b.) 
Proof. It has been shown in Proposition 4.4 of [22] that f and f are 
respectively the greatest K’-minorant and the smallest K’-majorant off in 
B. To prove the assertions it suffices to show that f and fare in C when 
f is in C. This follows from conditions Dl and D2 as -in the proof of 
continuity off in Proposition 4.1. The proof is complete. 
Clearly U, = n ( U,,,: x E S} = U,,Y and V,s = u { V,X,,: x E S}, where U.,, 
and F’Y,s are defined in Section 5. Hence, by (5.1) and (5.2), we have for all 
s in S 
f(~)=suPKw:=% 
f(s) = inf(f,(s) : x E S}. 
THEOREM 6.1. Characterization of best approximations and unique- 
ness. Assume C 1, C3, D 1, and 02 hold. Let f E C. Then 
A’(f I= A(f I= (l/2) Ilf -0 = (l/2) IIS -ill = (l/2) Ilf-fll. 
Also f+A(f) and f-A(f) are in C with f-A(f)<f+A(f) and are, 
respectively, the maximal and minimal best approximation to f from K (or 
K’). Furthermore, a g in K (or K’) is a best approximation to f if and only 
if f-A(f)<g<f+A(f). Zf f’=(f+f)/2, then the operator T:C+K 
defined by T(f) = f’ is the unique OLSO- with c(T) = 1. A best approxima- 
tion g is unique if and only if f - f = 6 for some 6 > 0, and in this case 
s=2A(f) andg=f+A(f)=f-A(f). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1(c) and Proposition 6.1, K (or K’) satisfies all 
three conditions stated in Section 1 of [22]. The result follows from 
Theorem 2.1 of [22]. The uniqueness statement is established in the 
remarks following Theorem 2.3 of [22] and uses the characterization of a 
best approximation derived there. The proof is complete. 
We now remark on uniqueness. Note that the results of Section 5 are 
applicable to this problem and, hence, Theorem 5.2 holds. Note that Z7 
satisfies Cl and C3 and, hence, so does nl. It is easy to see that under Cl 
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and C3, -K (resp. -K’) is the set of all k in C (resp. B) such that 
{k < c1> E 17’ for all CI. Hence, the problem of finding a best approximation 
to f form K (resp. K’) is equivalent to the symmetric problem of finding a 
best approximation to -f from -K (resp. -K’). This observation allows 
us to obtain results analogous to Theorem 5.2 as follows. We defined sets 
Kx, K:, u,,, Y, Z, Y*, and Z* in Section 5. Analogously, we may define 
sets M,, ML, W,,s, G, H, G*, and H* by replacing f, III, II,, P, Y, Z, Y*, 
and Z*, respectively, by -f, I7’, I7:, P’, G, H, G*, and H* in their detini- 
tions. Then results symmetric to the uniqueness Theorem 5.2 may be 
obtained by replacing the mathematical entities there by their symmetric 
analogs and the condition stated in Theorem 5.2(b) by its symmetric ver- 
sion. We now present some examples particularly to illustrate uniqueness. 
In what follows let d denote d(f). The proof of the following lemma is 
straightforward. 
LEMMA 6.1. 0 < d < (p - 13)/2 where p = max(f) and 8 = min(f). There 
exists a best approximation g which is identically equal to a constant if and 
onlytfA=(p-0)/2andinthiscaseg=(u++)/2. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Approximation by continuous non-decreasing functions. 
Let S= [a, b], a compact real interval, and 17 consist of all intervals of 
the form [a, s) and [a, s], where a<.~< 6. Then Cl, C3, D3, and D4 hold 
and by Lemma 3.1, Dl and D2 apply. Clearly, K is the closed convex cone 
of non-decreasing functions and Theorem 6.1 holds. We investigate unique- 
ness in the following proposition. Let p and 8 be as defined in Lemma 6.1. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let f E C\K and g be a best approximation to f Then 
the following (a) and (b) are equivalent and imply (c): 
(a) g is unique. 
(b) f(a)=p andf(b)=8. 
(c) g identically equals (u + 8)/2 and A = (u - 8)/2. 
Proof Suppose (a) holds; we establish (b). Let 6 = 24 > 0. We assert 
that p - 9= 6. Since f E C/K and g is unique, by Theorem 6.1, we have 
f-f=s=2A>O. Cl early, U, = [a, s] and V, = [a, s). Using the definition 
off and j: we obtain from f(s) -f(s) = 6 the following: 
max{f(t): tE [a, s]) -min{f(t): te [s, b]} =6, SE [a, b]. (6.1) 
For convenience, let f(a) = c1 and f(b) = D. Then with s = a and b in (6.1) 
we obtain ct-6= 6 and p-/3=8. Hence, c( > 0 and p<p. Let y (resp. z) 
denote a point at which the minimum (resp. maximum) off is attained. 
Then a < y and z <b. Suppose first that there exists a pair y, z with z < y. 
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Then (6.1) with s = z gives p - I3 = 6. Hence, tl = p and j3 = 0 and (b) holds. 
Also, Lemma 6.1 shows that p - (3 = 6 = 26 implies (c). Now assume that 
for every pair y, z we have y < z. This assumption implies that CI =f(a) < p 
and p = f(b) > 6. We shall reach a contradiction. Let y and z with y <z 
denote the largest such y and smallest such z. Then 0 <f(s) < ,U for all s in 
(y, z). Now (6.1) with s = y and z, respectively, shows that f(s) d 0 + 6 = a 
for all s in [a, y] andf(s) > p - 6 = j for all s in [z, b]. Let u be the largest 
point in [y, z] such that f(u) = fi. Since /I < p we have v < z. Again since 
f(s)>P for s in [o, b] and f(b)=p, we obtain from (6.1) with s = u that 
max{f(t):tE[a,v]}=~. Sincef(s)<pfor.sin [y,u] andf(s)<a<pfor 
all s in [a, y], we have reached a contradiction. It is obvious that (b) 
implies (a). The proof is complete. 
To show that (c) does not necessarily imply (a) in the above proposition 
consider the following example: Let S= [0, 31 and define f by f(0) = 
f(2) = - 1, f (1) = f (3) = 1 and by linear interpolation everywhere else. 
Then A = 1, and f - A and f + A, as stated in Theorem 6.1, are two distinct 
best approximations. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Approximation by continuous functions with level sets 
which are balanced intervals. 
Let S = C-b, b] where b > 0 and 17 consist of all intervals of the form 
( -s, s) and [ -s, s] where 0 < s < b. Then clearly 17 satisfies Cl, C3, D3, 
and D4. Thus Theorem 6.1 holds. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let f E C\K. Suppose there exist some y, z with 
lyl > 1~1, where f( y) = 8 andf(z) = p. Zfu best approximation is unique then 
it identically equals (p + 8)/2 and A = (p - 8)/2. 
Proof Clearly U,, = [- IsI, lsl] and V,= (- IsI, IsI). Then as in the 
previous example, f-f = 6 = 24 > 0 gives 
sup{f(t):tE[-s,s]}-inf{f(t):tE[-b,-s]u[s,b]}=& OQsdb. 
Letting s = I yl in the above equation, we obtain p - 8 = 6. Then the conclu- 
sion follows by Lemma 6.1. The proof is complete. 
To show that the condition 1 yl > IzI in the above proposition cannot be 
dropped, consider the following example: b = 2, f defined by f( - 2) = 1, 
f(-l)=O,f(O)=f(l)=2,f(2)=3, and by linear interpolation everywhere 
else. Then g defined by g(-2)=g(2)=2, g(-l)=g(l)= 1, and by linear 
interpolation everywhere else, is the unique best approximation. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Approximation by continuous functions with polyhedral 
level sets. 
Let X= R” with Euclidean norm and S c R” be compact convex and 
polyhedral. A polyhedral set is defined to be the intersection of finitely 
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many closed half spaces; such a set is necessarily convex. Let A be an m x n 
matrix and b: R + R” be a vector-valued continuous function satisfying the 
following for each i: b;(A)< hi(p) if A<p and b,(A)- +cc as I-+ &cc 
where b = (b, , b2, . . . . 6,). Let 17 consist of all the sets of the form 
{s E S: As d b(A)} and {s E S: As < b(A)}, where II E R. Clearly, the closed 
sets in ZZ are polyhedral and 4, SE ZZ. It is easy to verify that Cl, C3, Dl, 
and D2 apply. Hence K is a closed convex cone and Theorem 6.1 holds. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Approximation by continuous functions with level sets 
which are intervals containing a given point. 
We revert to Example 4.1 for the star-shaped case and observe that both 
52 and 17 in that example satisfy Cl and C3, but the results are weaker than 
those in Theorem 6.1 above because D4 or D2 does not apply to ZZ. To 
show that the results in that example cannot be strengthened, consider its 
special case when S = [0,2] and x = 1. Then 17 consists of all star-shaped 
subsets of S relative to x which are intervals containing x, including 4 and 
S. Letfon S be given byf(s)=s on [0, l] and 1 on [1,2]. Thenf(s)=O 
on CO, 1 I, .fb) = 1 on (1,2], and f(s) = 1 on S. Thus f is not continuous 
and the maximal best approximation does not exist. 
7. APPLICATIONS TO NORMED VECTOR LATTICES 
In this section, we derive several results for normed vector lattices. We 
show that the set transformation developed in Section 3 can be applied to 
lower and upper subsets of an order-interval in a lattice. We also 
investigate the compactness of order-intervals. We consider an approxima- 
tion problem on a lattice and apply results of Section 6 to characterize best 
approximations. Throughout this section we assume that SC X is not 
necessarily compact unless otherwise stated. 
A normed (vector) lattice X is a vector lattice (Riesz space) equipped 
with a norm 1 .I. The axioms which a normed lattice satisfies are given in 
[ 16,251. We use the following notation: < for the partial order on X, s v t 
(resp. s A t) for supremum (resp. inlimum) of a pair of elements s, t in X, 
s+ =s v 0 (resp. s- = ( -s) v 0) for the positive (resp. negative) part of s, 
and s* = s+ + sP for the absolute value of s in X. The norm 1. ) has the 
property that (s[ 6 (?I whenever s, t E X and s* ,< t*. For s, t in X, we some- 
times write t > s in place of s < t; also s < t (resp. s > t) means s d t (resp. 
s>t) but s#t. 
A subset P of S is called a lower (resp. upper) subset of S if s E P and 
t E S with t < s (resp. t z s) then t E P. Clearly, P is a lower (resp. upper) 
subset of S if and only if S\P is an upper (resp. lower) subset of S. Also, 
4 and S are both lower and upper subsets of S. Note that the set of all 
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lower (resp. upper) subsets of S is closed under arbitrary intersections and 
unions; hence, it satisfies conditions Cl and C3. If a, b E X and ad b, then 
[a, b] = {SEX: a< s< b} is called an order-interval of X. It is easy to 
verify that an order-interval is closed and convex. A real function f on 
SC X is called isotone (resp. antitone) if f(s) <f(t) (resp. f(s) 3f(t)) 
whenever s, t E S and s < t. The proof of the following lemma is simple; 
equivalence of (b) and (c) follows because conditions Cl and C3 apply to 
lower and upper sets (Lemma 4.1 (d)). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f be a real function defined on S c X. Then the following 
are equivalent. 
(a) f is isotone (resp. antitone) on S. 
(b) {f < cc} is a lower (resp. upper) subset of S for all real 01. 
(c) {f < u} is a lower (resp. upper) subset of S for all real cc. 
The following lemma is fundamental in establishing certain results in this 
section. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let S = [a, b] be an order-interval and s, t E S with s d t. If 
U,VES then there exist x, YES with x>u, y<v and Ix-t1 < Iu--sI, 
ly-sl 6 Iv--l. 
Proof: Ifz=v--(t--s) then zdvdb and [z--s1 = Iv--t\. Let y=z v a. 
Then a<y<v<b and hence YES. Now y-s=(z-s) v (a-s). Since 
a-s<O, we have (y-s)’ =(z-s)+ and (y-s)) =(z-s)) A (a-s)-- 6 
(z-s)). Thus (y-s)*<(z-s)* and hence )y-s( G/z-sl = lo---l. We 
may prove the other case in a similar manner by letting z = u + t -s and 
x = z A b. The proof is complete. 
If P c S, we denote by int(P) and cl(P) the interior and closure of P with 
respect to the relative topology for S. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let S = [a, b] be an order-interval and PC S. Zf P is 
a lower (resp. upper) set, then int(P) and cl(P) are lower (resp. upper) sets. 
Proof To show int(P) is a lower set when P is lower, let stint, 
CE S, and t <s. There exists p >O such that D(s, P)n SC P. Let 
u ED(~, p) n S. By Lemma 7.2, there exists UE S such that v < u and 
lu-sl<lv-tl<p. It follows that u~D(s,p)nScP. Now since P is 
lower, u E P. Again, since v is arbitrary, we have D(t, p) n S c P. Thus 
t lint and int(P) is lower. Similarly we may show that cl(P) is lower 
when P is lower. Since P is upper if and only if S\P is lower, the results 
for upper sets follow from those for lower sets. The proof is complete. 
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Recall the set transformations P,(r) and P,(r), i = 1, 2, of P c S defined 
in Section 3. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let S = [a, b] be an order-interval. 
(a) Let PC S be a non-empty lower (resp. upper) set. Let m denote 
sup{d(s, S\P): s E P}. Then d(s, S\P) is antitone (resp. isotone) on S. Con- 
sequently, PI(r), r>O, and P,(r), r>O, are lower (resp. upper) subsets of S 
which are contained in P with PI(r) = int(P,(r)) for r > 0. (P,(O) = S which 
is both lower and upper.) If int(P) # 4 then m > 0, and,for r < m, P,(r) and 
P,(r) are non-empty. 
(b) Let PC S be a non-empty lower (resp. upper) set. Then d(s, P) is 
isotone (resp. antitone) on S. Consequently, for all r 2 0, P*(r) and P,(r) are 
non-empty lower (resp. upper) subsets of S containing P with P,(r)= 
cl(PAr)). 
Proof We establish (a); the proof for (b) is similar. Let P be lower and 
d(s) denote d(s, S\P). We show that if s, t E S and s d t then d(s) 3 d(t). If 
d(t) = 0 then d(s) 2 d(t). Hence, suppose that d(t) > 0. Then D(t, d(t)) n 
S c P. We assert that A = D(s, d(t)) n S c P. If u E A then by Lemma 7.2, 
there exists v in S with u6v and Iv-t1 6/u-sl <d(t). Thus 
v E D(t, d(t)) n S c P. Since P is lower, u E P, and hence, A c P. By the 
definition of d we then have d(s) ad(t). By antitonicity of d and 
Lemma 7.1, we conclude that PI(r)= (d>r) and P,(r)= {d>r} are lower 
sets for r 3 0. Since S is closed and convex, by Proposition 3.1 (a), we have 
PI(r) = int(P,(r)) for r > 0. (Note that compactness of S is not needed in 
that proposition for this result to hold.) For r < m, the sets are clearly non- 
empty. The proof when P is upper is similar. The proof is complete. 
We remark that by Proposition 3.1 we have int(P) = P,(O) and cl(P) = 
P,(O). Hence Proposition 7.1 also follows from Theorem 7.1. The following 
proposition gives a property of the nearest elements. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let S = [a, b] be an order-interval and PC S be a 
lower (resp. upper) set. Ifs E S\P and there exists an element t in P nearest 
to s, then there exists an element u d s (resp. u Z s) in P nearest to s. 
Proof Suppose that P is lower and s E S\P. Define u = s A t. Then u <s 
and UE S. Also u d t and hence UE P since P is lower. Now 
u-s=0 A (t-s). Hence (u-s)+ =0 and (u-s) =(t-s)). Thus 
(u-s)* = (t-s)- <(t-s)*. We conclude that Iu-sl < It-s1 and, hence, 
Ju - SI = 1 t - s( since u E P. An analogous proof may be given for the other 
case. The proof is complete. 
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In the rest of the section, we demonstrate the existence of a normed 
lattice in which every infinite dimensional order-interval is compact since 
such a lattice makes Example 7.2 more significant. The following simple 
lemma provides some insight into the example. A subset of X is called 
order-bounded if it is contained in some order-interval [25]. 
LEMMA 7.3. If in a normed lattice every order-interval is compact and 
every norm-bounded subset is also order-bounded, then that lattice is finite 
dimensional. 
Proof: The hypothesis implies that every norm-bounded subset is 
relatively compact; i.e., its closure is compact. The required conclusion then 
follows by [7, Chap. IV, Theorem 31. The proof is complete. 
By the above lemma, our infinite dimensional lattice must not have the 
property stated there. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. A vector lattice whose every infinite dimensional order- 
interval is compact. 
Let X= E, , which is the linear space of absolutely summable real sequences 
s= (tl,) with norm IsI =Cmax{a,, -a,} < co. We define the ordering d 
on X as follows: If s = (a,) and t = (fl,) then s < t if and only if ~1, </I, 
for all m. It is easy to verify that Xis a normed lattice and, since it is complete, 
it is a Banach lattice. Let e, be the sequence with unity in the mth position 
and zero everywhere else. Then e, E X and le, 1 = 1. 
LEMMA 7.4. Every order-interval [a, b] of X= I, is compact. Further- 
more, if b - a = (A,,,) > 0 and M = {m : ;Im > 01, then [a, b] is infinite dimen- 
sional tf and only if M is infinite. 
Proof: Since [a, b] =a+ [0, b-a] and b -a>O, it suffices to show 
that J= [0, s] is compact, where s = (a,) > 0. Let s, = (a,,,) be a sequence 
in J. Then O<a,,<cr, for all n, m. Now, the well-known Cantor 
diagonalization process gives a subsequence t, = (/3,,m) of s, and an 
element t = (pm) such that p,,, + pm for each m as n -+ co. See, e.g., 
[ 12, p. 2203. Since 0 6 t, 6 s for all n, we find that t E J and applying the 
bounded convergence theorem [6] we obtain (t, - tI + 0 as n + co. Thus 
J is compact. To prove the second statement of the lemma, define 
u,=a+A,e,. Then U,E [a, b] for all m. Since the vectors {Amem: rnE M} 
are linearly independent, the required conclusion immediately follows. 
The proof is complete. 
With reference to Lemma 7.3, we remark that E = {e,: m 2 1 } gives a 
norm-bounded subset of X which is not order-bounded. We now consider 
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an approximation problem on a normed lattice and apply the above 
results. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Approximation by continuous isotone functions on a 
normed lattice. 
Let S= [a, 61 be a compact order interval in a normed lattice X. As 
shown in Example 7.1, infinite dimensional compact order intervals exist; 
such intervals make this problem more significant. Given a continuous 
function f on S, the problem is to find a best approximation to f from the 
class of all continuous isotone functions on S. 
Let n be the set of all lower subsets of S including 4 and S. As observed 
before, IZ satisfies Cl and C3. By Lemma 7.1, K (resp. K') is precisely the 
set of all continuous (resp. bounded) isotone functions on S; K (resp. K') 
is a closed convex cone. Now, by Theorem 7.1, Z7 satisfies D3 and D4, and 
hence, by Lemma 3.1, it satisfies Dl and D2. We conclude that Proposi- 
tion 6.1 and Theorem 6.1 are applicable to K (K'). It is easy to verify that 
S\V, = [s, b] and U, = [a, s] in Proposition 6.1 for this problem. The 
following uniqueness result also holds; its proof is similar to Proposi- 
tion 6.3. LetfE C\K, and p and 19 be as in Lemma 6.1. Suppose there exist 
some y, z in S with y > z where f( y) = 0 and f(s) = p. If a best approxima- 
tion is unique, then it identically equals (cl + 0)/2 and A = (p - 8)/2. The 
reader may easily construct an example off to show that there exists a 
non-constant unique best approximation to f when the stated condition 
does not hold. 
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